



THE FIGHT RIGHT FRAMEWORK

Are you tired of arguing with your spouse?


Has your marriage become an emotional boxing match?


Conflict is not the problem. 


How you deal with conflict is the key.


Conflict without repair is devastating. Walls begin to form between you, distance grows, and 
connection and intimacy disappear. 


Conflict with repair is actually not that bad for the longterm well-being of a marriage. 

So if you’re going to fight, make sure you do it right.


Follow this 5 part framework to make sure conflict turns into connection rather than 
resentment.


FIGHT RIGHT FRAMEWORK

5 Steps For Turning Conflict Into Connection


Remember, if you can do conflict well, you will strengthen the bonds of your marriage, develop 
reassurance in your ability as a couple to handle hard times, and get good at catching conflict 
when it’s small and dealing with it appropriately before it gets too big. 


Got questions? Feel free to reach out to me at michael@happilymarried.ca


Give it a try and let me know how it goes!
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1 You are in conflict with your spouse because YOU CARE about your marriage. Start by 
remembering and acknowledging that. Say something like, “I’m upset because I care.”

2 TAKE TURNS speaking and listening. Don’t switch roles until the speaker feels heard and 
understood. “Do you trust that I get you? Are you ready to hear my experience now?”

3 Focus on experience. Don’t share judgments or criticisms no matter how tempting. The key 
parts of your experience to share are: the observable BEHAVIOR in question, how you are 
FEELING & the precious HUMAN NEED that Is threatened. 

4 ASK for specific behaviors. What would make this better? An apology? A commitment to act 
a specific way in the future? Do you want something from your partner? Be specific!

5 Thank you, I LOVE you. Remember, this tension exists because you care about your 
relationship. You care about your spouse. Make sure you finish by telling them!
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